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Collection Overview

Repository: Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C., osiaref@si.edu

Creator: Dibner Library

Title: Records

Dates: 1986-1988

Quantity: 1 cu. ft. (1 record storage box)

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation

Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 88-171, Dibner Library, Records

Descriptive Entry

This accession consists of records that document a portion of the work of the Dibner Library during 1987 and 1988.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
Museum libraries
Rare book libraries

Types of Materials:
Brochures
Manuscripts
Container Listing

Box 1

Budget, FY 1987
Hirschvogel bible, FY 1987
Mrs. Dibner purchase, 1987
Appraisal
Bible facsimiles
Bibles in Smithsonian Institution Libraries
Bible prices
The Book, No. 1
Book Collecting Pam: ADDS to new edition
Collections management - missing books found
Conservation
Deaccessions - Dibner (4 folders)
Newton Exhibit, 1986-1987
Book Conservation Laboratory exhibit, FY 1987-FY 1988
Smithsonian Institution exhibit: Cats
Zoo exhibit, 1989
Fellows
Hippophiles
Newton - IBM - paperwork
Library of Congress
Manual: Trade Cats, Policies
Oakland loan, 1988
Nineteenth-century short-title catalogues
Photograph orders, FY 1987
Reference Requests FY 1988
Delivery Lists, FY 1988
Scientists' libraries: Reproduction requests

Security

Treasures article